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Abstract

Sparse optical flow algorithms, such as the
Lucas-Kanade approach, provide more robust-
ness to noise than dense optical flow algorithms
and are the preferred approach in many sce-
narios. Sparse optical flow algorithms esti-
mate the displacement for a selected number
of pixels in the image. These pixels can be
chosen randomly. However, pixels in regions
with more variance between the neighbors will
produce more reliable displacement estimates.
The selected pixel locations should therefore
be chosen wisely. In this study, the suitability
of Harris corners, Shi-Tomasi’s “Good features
to track”, SIFT and SURF interest point ex-
tractors, Canny edges, and random pixel selec-
tion for the purpose of frame-by-frame tracking
using a pyramidical Lucas-Kanade algorithm
is investigated. The evaluation considers the
important factors of processing time, feature
count, and feature trackability in indoor and
outdoor scenarios using ground vehicles and
unmanned areal vehicles, and for the purpose
of visual odometry estimation.

1 Introduction

An optical flow (OF) algorithm calculates the displace-
ment of brightness patterns from one frame to another.
This is done by using the intensity values of the neigh-
boring pixels [1]. Algorithms that calculate the displace-
ment for all the image pixels are referred to as dense op-
tical flow algorithms while sparse optical flow algorithms
estimate the displacement for a selected number of pix-
els in the image [1]. Dense OF algorithms, such as the
Horn-Schunck method [13], calculate the displacement at
each pixel by using global constraints. These methods
completely avoid feature extraction but are less robust to
noise. Sparse OF algorithms, such as the Lucas-Kanade
approach [17], assume local smoothness. This provides

more robustness to noise but offers a much sparser flow
field. Due to this increased robustness, the sparse OF
algorithms are preferable over dense OF algorithms for
many robotics applications [5, 8, 21, 19].

In the sparse methods, the pixels whose displacement
are to be calculated can be chosen randomly. Pix-
els in regions with more variance between the neigh-
bors will, however, produce more reliable displacement
estimation. The selected features should therefore be
chosen wisely, considering that the intensity values of
the neighboring pixels are important. However, few
authors mention the feature extraction method em-
ployed [8, 20, 15]. This important information is com-
monly omitted [14, 7, 4, 24]. Robust features in the
image can be found and tracked using algorithms such
as the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) or the
speeded-up robust feature (SURF). One disadvantage of
using these feature matching methods is that they can
be computationally very expensive.

An early study on interest point detectors was car-
ried out by Schmid et al. [22], where they investigated
the repeatability rate and information content of these
points. Recently, Gauglitz et al. [10] and Gil et al. [11]
evaluated the suitability of interest point and descriptors
for visual SLAM. The authors evaluated the repeatabil-
ity of the detectors, as well as the invariance and dis-
tinctiveness of the descriptors, under different percep-
tual conditions. The goal of our study is to compare six
commonly used feature extraction methods for the pur-
pose of frame-by-frame tracking using sparse optical flow
algorithm. It should serve as a guideline for which fea-
ture extraction algorithms are the most suitable for this
purpose. The tested methods were Harris corners [12],
Shi-Tomasi’s “Good features to track” [23], SIFT [16],
SURF [2], Canny edges [6], and random pixel selection.
These detectors were evaluated for their effectiveness at
frame-by-frame tracking. The evaluation considers the
important factors of processing time, feature count, and
feature trackability.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2
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evaluates the implementation requirements of each of
the methods. Section 3 presents the performance of the
methods in both indoor and outdoor environments. In
Section 4 we discuss the findings and finally in Section 5
we draw our conclusions.

2 Implementation

In this section, we detail the implementation require-
ments for the six feature extraction algorithms:

• Canny edge detector.

• Harris corners.

• Shi-Tomasi’s “Good features to track”.

• SIFT features.

• SURF features.

• Random seeding.

The OpenCV library [3] contains an implementation
of the Canny edge detector, Harris corners, and good
features to track (GFTT). More recently, it has also
included an implementation of SIFT and SURF fea-
tures. However, the comparisons made here uses the
SURF source code developed by Bay et al. [2]1. Andreas
Vedaldi provides a C++ version of SIFT that can be
used for academic purposes2. This version is used in the
comparison presented in this paper.

2.1 Canny edge detector

As the name implies, this is an algorithm to detect edges
in the image. To use it for feature detection the following
procedure is followed. Firstly, edges are detected. The
image is then sub-divided into small blocks and we search
for the closest edge pixel from the centre of the block. If
such a pixel is found, it is selected as the feature point
for that block.

The OpenCV implementation of the Canny algorithm
uses the Sobel operator for edge detection. The de-
fault kernel size aperture_size=3 was kept [3]. The
Canny algorithm uses thresholding with hysteresis for
edge tracing and requires a lower and an upper thresh-
old value [6]. For the images used in this test, empiri-
cally it was found that a lower threshold threshold1=51

and an upper threshold threshold2=101 produced good
results. To extract the feature pixels, the image was di-
vided into blocks of block_width x block_height ac-
cording to the number of features required by choosing:

num blocks =

{ √
N if

√
N − round(

√
N) ≥ 0√

N + 1 else.
(1)

1Available at http://www.vision.ee.ethz.ch/~surf/
2Available at

http://www.vlfeat.org/~vedaldi/code/siftpp.html

block width = image width/num blocks (2)

block height = image height/num blocks (3)

where N is the number of features. The search for an
edge pixel began in the middle of each block and moved
outwards.

2.2 Harris corners

Harris corners are detected at points where two edges
are detected. The function calculates the covaria-
tion matrix, M, of derivatives over a neighborhood
block_size x block_size. It then calculates v =
det(M)− k · trace(M) for each pixel.

The constant k has to be determined empirically. It
was left as the suggested k = 0.04 [3]. Empirically, it
was found that choosing block_size=8 and accepting
corners with v > 1.0−6 performed well on our data sets.
Similar to the approach presented above for extraction
of Canny edge features, the Harris response image is
searched for N corner features.

2.3 Good features to track

This method is based on the Harris corner detector in
that it first finds the corners with large eigenvalues.
To ensure the corners are strong, it then rejects cor-
ners with minimum eigenvalues less than a threshold
quality_level. Finally, it further rejects weak corners
that are closer than distance d_min to a strong corner.

A minimum distance d_min=8 was chosen while the
quality threshold was set to quality_level=0.01.

2.4 SIFT features

Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is a method to
find interest points (or key-points as referred to in the
SIFT literature) in the image and calculate a descriptor
around that point which can be used for matching. In
this experiment we are only interested in the key-point
detection part of the algorithm. SIFT is the predecessor
of SURF and other newer interest point detectors and is
often used as the state-of-the-art method.

The SIFT key-points are found by first convolving the
image with a Gaussian filter at different scales and then
taking the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) images. The
key-points as found as the local minima/maxima of the
DoG image. Many of the found key-points are unsta-
ble. A pruning step is carried out where points with low
contrast or along an edge are removed.

The binary version used in these tests are provided by
Vedaldi. All default parameters were used, except for
choosing the number of pyramid scales. By setting the
command line parameter --first-octave=0 the resolu-
tion of the image is not doubled and features are found
at the image resolution. Furthermore, since no feature
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matching was going to be performed, no feature descrip-
tors were calculated—to speed up the process. The exe-
cutable creates an ASCII file, which can be parsed and
the locations of the key points extracted.

2.5 SURF features

Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) also presents a
method for extraction of interest points and to describe
these points for fast comparison. The SURF feature de-
tector is based on the Hessian-Laplace operator. The
Hessian detector finds locations in the image that exhibit
strong derivatives in two orthogonal directions. The
SURF feature detector, therefore, combines the Hessian
corner detector with the scale selection mechanism of the
Laplacian. Similar to SIFT, we are only interested in the
interest point extraction part of the algorithm. The fea-
ture description and matching parts were not needed in
this evaluation. SURF features can be extracted using
the open source implementation by the authors.

The algorithm has many parameters that can be
tuned. In this test, the default parameters were used [2].

2.6 Random seeding

Pixels can also be selected randomly. Three pieces of in-
formation are required: image width, image height, and
number of pixels desired. This approach is considerably
faster than any other feature extraction method and was
included to give a base-line minimum performance.

3 Evaluation

The six feature extraction algorithms were tested using
four data sets from indoor and outdoor environments,
on different platforms, and experiencing very different
motions. A maximum of 1000 features3 were extracted
from each frame. After feature extraction, a pyramidi-
cal Lucas-Kanade algorithm [3] was used to track the
features between consecutive frames. For each frame,
the processing time was computed and the number of
features extracted by each method was recorded. The
number of features tracked was also recorded.

3.1 Gantry test

The first test was conducted indoors. The test envi-
ronment consists of a gantry with four degrees of free-
dom. The robotic arm can be translated with constant
velocity in the x, y, z-plane, and the end-effector ro-
tated about the z-axis of the arm. The workspace of the
gantry is 2 m × 3 m × 1.5 m and is surrounded by three
planar walls decorated by a visual texture composed of
randomly sized black dots. The data set contained 513
image frames. Each image was 640× 480 pixels.

3The SIFT interface does not allow to specify the maxi-
mum number of features.

(a) Canny (b) Harris

(c) GFTT (d) SURF

(e) SIFT (f) Random

Figure 1: The figures show the location of the extracted
features from the Gantry data set. a-f) the six feature
extraction algorithms.

Figure 1 shows the location of the extracted features
at frame 250 by each of the described methods. The
result of this test is presented in Table 1. This environ-
ment is interesting as it is static and the illumination
is constant. However, the shapes on the walls and the
floor are circular and only very few straight lines can be
found in the images. As such, we would expect corner
detection algorithms to perform poorly in this scenario.

3.2 Viennes test

The second test was also from an indoor data set where
an autonomous robot traversed an apartment. Each
frame was an unwrapped panoramic image of 1024 ×
174 pixels. 100 images were used from this data set. Fig-
ure 2 shows a snapshot from this data set. The result is
presented in Table 2.

3.3 Birmensdorf test

The third data set was captured from an Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle (UAV) while flying through an outdoor
urban-like environment. The camera was mounted on
top of the vehicle facing sideways, to maximize the in-
duced optical flow [14]. Each frame was 752×480 pixels.
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Table 1: Test 1: Gantry data set. Average processing
times, average number of features found, and percent-
age of features successfully tracked by the pyramidical
Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm.

Processing Features Features
Method time [ms] found [num] tracked [%]

Canny 10 800 99.79
Harris 23 477 99.64
GFTT 34 455 99.80
SURF 96 606 75.90
SIFT 549 542 80.31
Random 1 1000 69.93

Table 2: Test 2: Viennes data set. Average processing
times, average number of features found, and percent-
age of features successfully tracked by the pyramidical
Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm.

Processing Features Features
Method time [ms] found [num] tracked [%]

Canny 6 585 98.04
Harris 13 421 97.67
GFTT 24 303 97.98
SURF 52 420 98.55
SIFT 264 223 97.30
Random 1 1000 97.64

100 images were used from this data set. Figure 3 shows
a snapshot from this data set. The result can be seen in
Table 3.

3.4 Odometry test

In the forth test the performance of the optical flow al-
gorithm given any of the feature extraction methods was
evaluated by estimating the motion of a ground vehicle.
The camera was mounted on the front bumper of a vehi-
cle facing downward and the ego motion was estimated
by calculating the image shift:[

∆x
∆θ

]
=

[
−∆v
−∆u
xcam

]
· hcam · ccam (4)

where ∆v and ∆u are the vertical and horizontal image
shifts estimated by the optical flow algorithm, xcam is

Figure 2: A sample image frame from the Viennes data
set.

Table 3: Test 3: Birmensdorf data set. Average process-
ing times, average number of features found, and per-
centage of features successfully tracked by the pyramidi-
cal Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm.

Processing Features Features
Method time [ms] found [num] tracked [%]

Canny 13 1000 99.10
Harris 31 422 99.02
GFTT 47 1000 98.94
SURF 112 312 99.17
SIFT 691 740 98.84
Random 1 1000 98.75

Figure 3: A sample image frame from the Birmensdorf
data set.

the displacement of the camera along the x-axis of the ve-
hicle, i.e. the bumper-to-center-of-motion distance, hcam
is the camera height above ground, and ccam = 1

f ·sizepixel

is the camera constant [18].
Here we set ∆y = 0 as we assume no sideways motion.

Furthermore, because the observed rotation between two
frames is much smaller than the turning radius of the
vehicles, we assume translation only in the image field.
The incremental vehicle pose [x, y, θ]> is calculated as: xt

yt
θt

 =

 xt−1

yt−1

θt−1

+

 ∆x · cos(θ)
∆x · sin(θ)

∆θ

 (5)

As ground-truth another visual odometer based on
template matching is used [18]. The error estimate of
ground truth odometer is ∼ [5%/m, 0.05◦/m] of the dis-
tance travelled.

It has been shown that optical flow performs poorly on
feature-poor and texture-less surfaces [5, 9, 7, 18]. This
test was therefore carried out in an off-road terrain cov-
ered with grass and gravel to ensure sufficient texture in
the frames. To allow for large inter-frame displacement
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Figure 4: Sample images from the off-road track. Im-
ages are taken at approximately 0.6m above ground on
a sunny day.

estimation, six image pyramids are used. This allows for
accurate shift estimation by the Lucas-Kanade algorithm
of up to ∼ 70 pixels. The average inter-frame displace-
ments experienced in this experiment was ∼ 64 pixels
which is within the range of the optical flow algorithm.
However, occasionally the inter-frame displacement ex-
ceeded this limit with a maximum of ∼ 150 pixels shown
in this test. The deficiency of the optical flow algorithm
to estimate these large shifts affects all the feature ex-
traction algorithms equally.

The path traversed was ∼ 60 m long. 1500 frames were
captured at 30 fps using a Unibrain Fire-i camera. The
test vehicle was a Toyota Prado 4 × 4. Figure 4 shows
some sample images of the surfaces.

Figure 5 shows the inter-frame displacements calcu-
lated by each of the methods and the inter-frame dis-
placement error compared to ground-truth. It is ob-
served that all the feature extraction methods produce
similar displacement estimation to the ground-truth
(black). However, at inter-frame displacements larger
than 70 pixels the optical flow algorithm fails.

Figure 6(a) shows the estimated trajectories and Fig-
ure 6(b) shows the accumulated error. Table 4 summa-
rizes these results. We observe that the error growth as
percentage error per meter traversed is in the order of
11− 17%.

Table 4: Test 4: Visual Odometry experiment. The mo-
tion estimation error growth in percentage of distance
traversed using the various features.

Method Error growth [%/m]

Canny 10.9
Harris 11.9
GFTT 17.1
SURF 15.8
SIFT 16.9
Random 13.6
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Figure 5: Ground-truth (black), random (red), Canny
(green), Harris (blue), GFTT (magenta), SIFT (cyan),
SURF (orange). Top: Inter-frame displacement estima-
tion. Bottom Displacement estimation error.

4 Discussion

The performance of the six interest point extraction al-
gorithms was tested in a laboratory setting, and in in-
door and outdoor environments, and for the purpose of
odometry for a ground vehicle. When no ground-truth
was available, the performance was measured by com-
paring the number of features extracted with the num-
ber of features successfully tracked by the optical flow
algorithm. These scores are based on the ability of the
optical flow algorithm to track the features that were ex-
tracted. For the odometry experiment, the performance
was measured by comparing the estimated displacement
and consequently the estimated motion of the vehicle
compared to a correlation-based visual odometer.

4.1 Performance

The Canny edge detector, Harris corners, and GFTT
performed well in all scenarios with the average propor-
tion of features tracked being around 98%. In the labo-
ratory data set, the SURF and SIFT algorithms would
often pick the centers of large regions of near-uniform
intensity on the walls as the interest point (see Fig-
ures 1(e)-1(f)). Because there was no variation in the
neighboring pixels of these features the optical flow al-
gorithm could not effectively track these features. As a
result, the SURF and SIFT algorithms performed poorly
in this test with respectively 76% and 80% of the ex-
tracted features tracked. The random algorithm also
performed poorly on the laboratory data set. This is ex-
pected as many of these random features fell in uniform
regions such as the white walls and ceiling, the dark ovals
on the walls, or on the inside of the lens.
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Figure 6: a) Estimated trajectories. b) Accumulated
error.

On the other data sets, all of the algorithms per-
formed similarly. Interestingly, the optical flow algo-
rithm tracked random locations almost as well as the
features extracted by the feature extraction algorithms.

The analysis showed that the Canny edge detector was
the fastest algorithm among the five feature extractors.
The tested implementation extracted on average 800 fea-
tures in 10 ms on a notebook with a 2 GHz CPU and
2 GB RAM . It is important to note that the number
of features extracted from the edge image was limited
by the maximum number given by the user. Returning
more or fewer edge pixel features would take the same
amount of time.

4.2 Practicality

In terms of implementation and processing times, there
was a very large difference between the feature extrac-
tion methods discussed here. Extraction of random fea-

tures corresponds to a very simple implementation (only
two lines of code) and took micro-seconds to calculate.
SURF and SIFT required several files, libraries, and
classes to be implemented and linked against. They also
had many thresholds and variable to set. However, the
interest point these algorithms detect are more robust
compared to the more simpler detectors. As such, their
processing times were in the order of hundreds of mil-
liseconds for each frame. It is important to note that
both SIFT and SURF can provide descriptors for the
interest points they extract. If these descriptors were
calculated and utilized for tracking, their performance
would have been superior over the optical flow algorithm.
However, for the purpose of frame-by-frame tracking in
real-time (> 10 fps) these implementations are infeasible.

5 Conclusion

Six algorithms have been tested for extracting features
from images for the purpose of frame-by-frame track-
ing. Under normal conditions, very small difference was
observed between the performances of the various fea-
ture extractors for the purpose of frame-by-frame track-
ing using an optical flow algorithm. However, in abnor-
mal scenarios, such as the laboratory data set, and in
bad lighting conditions the measured performances var-
ied considerably. This suggests that there is a need to
be wary in the choice of feature extraction algorithm de-
pending on the environment.

From the evaluation it can be concluded that any fea-
ture extraction method will only produce slightly better
tracking results than seeding the algorithm with ran-
dom points. Of the tested methods, the recommended
approach is the Canny edge features. This conclusion
is due to the simplicity of the implementation, the pro-
cessing speed, and the ability to extract suitable features
for frame-by-frame tracking using the optical flow algo-
rithm in any of the test conditions. It should, however,
be noted that optical flow algorithms can produce errors
when tracking one-dimensional edge features as a result
of the “aperture problem”. These kinds of errors oc-
cur more often in structured indoor environments with
straight horizontal and vertical lines. In outdoor and
less-structured environments we did not observe severe
aperture problems.

Other simple approaches could also be employed, such
as using the Sobel operator and taking the pixels with
the largest edge response or looking for pixels with the
highest contrast to the neighboring pixels within a win-
dow. These approaches are faster than the Canny edge
detector but the results from this analysis suggest they
should perform equally well.
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